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In Malta, the bulk of education research is carried out in part fulfilment of a degree or 
other formal certification process. As a result, research is still perceived by many as a 
final stop in a journey which ends with certification. The net result of such an 
approach to educational enquiry is the ever increasing volume of research that is 
deposited in remote corners and out-of-sight areas of the graduates’ home or the 
supervisors’ office. With exceptions, this research is exercising very little influence on 
the education system. The Journal of Maltese Education Research (JMER) attempts 
to recover some of the good-quality research produced in recent years and to provide 
established and emerging scholars and practitioners with a space for critical and 
empirical analysis of issues central to Maltese education policy, curriculum reform 
and pedagogy. This fully refereed journal is also providing local education 
communities with an opportunity to showcase their action research. Such research 
may be outstanding, but may not perceived as marketable by international journals. 
 
The scope of JMER is not limited to schooling. The journal should be of interest to 
scholars and practitioners working in: preschool education; adult and continuing 
education; vocational training; popular culture; education for leisure; museum 
education; media education; distance learning; open learning; education and the 
Maltese diaspora; education administration and management; TEFL; education 
planning; and history of education. 
 
The first number of JMER marks the beginning of an ambitious research project. 
JMER will hopefully be transformed into a dynamic forum for stakeholders in 
education. It will also provide education communities with links to archival material 
located in different parts of the world and with possibilities for networking. 
Periodically, JMER will step down from its electronic platform to provide live 
encounters in the form of talks, seminars and conferences. Furthermore, JMER will 
organise popular events aimed at promoting education research and findings. 
 
Excellence is the sole indicator of present and future numbers of JMER. On the 
academic side, the guarantees of such a claim are the Associate Editors and the 
International Editorial Board. The Associate Editors, all members of the Faculty of 
Education, are known for their strong publications record. They are authorities in their 
respective fields. The International Editorial Board hails from different parts of the 
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world and is known for its contribution to knowledge in areas that range from Early 
Childhood to Comparative Education. Four of the twenty members that constitute this 
Board are Maltese academics located in prestigious Universities abroad. They are 
either ex-students or former members of staff of the Faculty of Education. Local 
academics and their international counterparts have committed themselves to the 
refereeing process of this journal. In fact, papers are being reviewed by at least two 
independent referees. The local referee is chosen for his/her familiarity with Malta’ s 
educational scene. The international reviewer ensures that the reviewing process is not 
vitiated by the intimacy factor. Such a rigorous reviewing process is indispensable for 
any academic wanting to present his/her contribution to JMER for tenure or 
promotion purposes. 
 
The technical side of JMER is guaranteed by the Teachers’ Resource Centre of the 
Faculty of Education. The centre designed the infrastructure and will be responsible 
for maintaining the project. 
 
The success of this venture depends on the submission of a constant stream of good 
quality papers and on the willingness of educators and other stakeholders to access the 
journal and to interact with its contents and with other patrons. If the number of 
submissions to date are indicative of what lies ahead, JMER will ‘have a life’. 
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Carmel Borg is Senior Lecturer and Head of the Department of Primary Education, University 
of Malta.  He coordinates the Teaching for Diversity Programme at the same University.  He 
lectures and researches in the areas of Curriculum Studies, Critical Pedagogy, and Parental 
Involvement in Education.  His papers have appeared in books or as articles in a number of 
international refereed journals.  His books include Gramsci and Education (coedited with J. 
Buttigieg and P. Mayo, Rowman and Littlefield) and Understanding Children and Youth ‘at 
Risk’: Projects of Hope (coedited with C. Calleja, Agenda, forthcoming).  Borg is also the 
cofounding editor of the Journal of Postcolonial Education (James Nicholas Publishers).  
 


